We recorded high-density EEG in a flanker task experiment (31 subjects) and an online BCI control paradigm (4 subjects). On these datasets, we evaluated the use of transfer learning for error decoding with deep convolutional neural networks (deep ConvNets). In comparison with a regularized linear discriminant analysis (rLDA) classifier, ConvNets were significantly better in both intra-and inter-subject decoding, achieving an average accuracy of 84.1 % within subject and 81.7 % on unknown subjects (flanker task). Neither method was, however, able to generalize reliably between paradigms. Visualization of features the ConvNets learned from the data showed plausible patterns of brain activity, revealing both similarities and differences between the different kinds of errors. Our findings indicate that deep learning techniques are useful to infer information about the correctness of action in BCI applications, particularly for the transfer of pre-trained classifiers to new recording sessions or subjects.
INTRODUCTION
The classification and subsequent correction of errors has become a topic of great interest in the field of brain-computer interfacing (BCI), as most existing systems are still too errorprone for real-life application. To further enhance practicality, error decoding has been implemented in a number of BCI applications in the last years, e.g., P300 spellers [1] , sharedcontrol BCIs [2] , observation of complex robot actions [3] , or high-precision motor tasks involving intracranial EEG [4, 5] .
Another obstacle preventing practical real-life use of BCIs is that in many cases large amounts of training data are required, acquisition of which often needs to be repeated even for new sessions of the same subject. Progress in transfer learning could help to solve this problem: it could reduce overall training time, and enable using pre-trained classifiers on new subjects, without additional training. For the latter, it is important to find out how many training subjects such a classifier needs to reliably generalize to new subjects.
One class of methods that has been successfully used for transfer learning tasks are deep learning techniques, which in the past years have revolutionized fields of research including speech recognition and computer vision. In the field of BCI research, it has recently been shown that deep convolutional neural networks (deep ConvNets) are able to compete with state-of-the-art methods in decoding of hand and foot movements [6] or P300 signals [7] from EEG data. There is also great interest in the interpretability and visualization of deep neural networks [8] . To date, ConvNets have however not been evaluated with respect to error decoding.
In this study, we analyzed the performance of deep ConvNets regarding decoding of errors from non-invasive EEG in two paradigms (flanker task with 31 subjects, online GUI control with 4 subjects). We analyzed transfer learning across different recording days, across different subjects, and across two different paradigms, and compared the ConvNet results to those obtained by regularized linear discriminant analysis (rLDA). We could show that deep ConvNets performed significantly better than rLDA in intra-subject decoding and in transferring to unknown subjects. In the flanker task, average deep ConvNet error decoding accuracies were also higher than accuracies previously reported in literature.
II. RELATED WORK
A selection of representative studies on intra-subject error decoding from 2008-2016 is listed in Table 1 . When one compares classification accuracies in error decoding, it is important to use the normalized recording accuracy, i.e., the arithmetic mean of the single class decoding accuracies. In that way, the typically-present trial imbalance (more correct than error trials) does not distort the accuracy values, as the 50% chance level is maintained.
In most previous studies, the reported normalized accuracies lay between 70 and 80%. Popular decoding methods were Gaussian classifiers, logistic regression, (regularized) linear discriminant analysis ((r)LDA), and support vector machines (SVM), sometimes combined with common spatial pattern (CSP) feature extraction. There are only few data about error decoding with pre-trained classifiers on unknown subjects [15] .
III. EXPERIMENTS
We tested deep learning for error decoding on the following two paradigms:
A. Eriksen Flanker Task
We recorded 128-channel high-density EEG from 31 healthy subjects instructed to perform a flanker task ( Fig.1 ) within an electro-magnetically shielded environment. The subjects had to act under time pressure, being required to react within an individual reaction time limit which was set to the individual mean reaction time in a training phase. An "error" in this paradigm meant that the subject reacted with the wrong hand to the middle letter (R or L) of the stimulus. On average, the subjects had an error rate of 22.2 ± 1.8 % (mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM)).
B. Online GUI for the control of intelligent robots
64-channel EEG was recorded in an online BCI setup, in which 4 subjects controlled a mobile robot by issuing highlevel commands through a graphical user interface (GUI) and as described in [17] . The control of the GUI was achieved with 4 different mental tasks, decoded in real time by an adaptive ConvNet classifier. Fig. 2 illustrates the course of a typical trial. An "error" consisted of a wrong step in the GUI control given the intended aim of the subject. right hand movement imagination for the "selection" command); the subject starts the mental task. C) When the online classifier predictions exceed the significance threshold, the decoded command is executed in the GUI.
Note that in session 0, the subjects performed the same tasks as in the online sessions, but were in fact not in control of the GUI, and errors were randomly introduced with about 20% error rate. Starting with session 1, the subjects controlled the GUI with an online deep learning classifier which was trained on the first session and continuously adapted with past trials. On average, each subject completed 3032 ± 818 trials and had an error rate of 25.3 ± 1.9 %. Also note that errors were not decoded online; here we report post hoc error decoding results based on the online experiment data.
IV. PREPROCESSING AND CLASSIFIER DESIGN
The EEG data were re-referenced to a common average reference (CAR) and resampled to 250 Hz. In the case of the deep ConvNets, an electrode-wise exponential running standardization [6] was applied with a decay factor of 0.999; the rLDA was more accurate without the running standardization and was thus applied without it. As classifier input, the data was epoched from 500 ms before the response or GUI event until 1000 ms after it.
For both rLDA and ConvNet classifiers, python implementations were used. To estimate the shrinkage parameter for the rLDA, we used scikit-learn's Ledoit-Wolf estimator [18] . Deep ConvNets were designed using the open-source braindecode toolbox (v0.3.0), with the same architecture as in [6] . A stride of 2 samples was used to create a smaller receptive field without changing the number of layers.
V. RLDA OPTIMIZATION To compare deep ConvNets to a strong alternative, we optimized the rLDA procedure beforehand on data of the flanker task experiment, leading to several observations. First, applying an exponential running standardization on the data reduced the normalized decoding accuracy of the rLDA. Second, a selection of seven midline electrodes yielded better accuracies than the whole 128-channel set for rLDA. Third, between-subject decoding on 128 electrodes worked best for lower sampling rates, and dropped in accuracy when higher sampling rates were used ( Fig. 3 ). However, the midline channel selection gained in accuracy at higher sampling rates. Therefore, we used the midline channel selection with a high sampling rate as comparison to the deep ConvNet decoding results. 
VI. WITHIN-SUBJECT DECODING

A. Comparison of decoding methods
Previously, it was reported that an rLDA classifier worked best for error decoding on a flanker task data set and outperformed other state-of-the-art methods in a within-subject cross-validation [13] . Here we show that deep ConvNets achieved significantly higher intra-subject decoding accuracies than rLDA, averaged over all 31 subjects included in our study (Fig. 4A ). In the online GUI experiment, the average over 4 subjects followed the same trend (Fig. 4B ). Note that the classifiers in Fig. 4B were tested on independent sessions of the same subjects, so that differences between recording days likely made it harder for the classifiers to decode errors reliably.
B. Influence of subjective error recognition
In the online GUI control paradigm, the subjects were asked to count errors, i.e. when the executed action within the GUI did not match the mental task they were doing. The subjective error recognition rate is plotted in Fig. 5 together with the online GUI control accuracy and the error decoding accuracies of rLDA and ConvNets. Figure 5 . Influence of of error recognition rate on decoding performance. Average of 4 subjects of the Online GUI control paradigm (last offline session and first 4 online adaptive sessions). Accuracies of ConvNet (orange, logarithmic fit) and rLDA (green, logarithmic fit) were calculated with a leave-one-session-out cross-validation. The ratio of errors recognized by the subjects is plotted in blue (logarithmic fit), and the GUI accuracy is visualized in purple (polynomial fit 2 nd order).
The error recognition rate was positively correlated with session-wise cross-validated accuracies of rLDA (r² = 0.809) and ConvNets (r² = 0.810), while the GUI control accuracy showed no such correlations (r² = 0.005 and 0.001, respectively).
VII. VISUALIZATION OF LEARNED ATTRIBUTES
We visualized the learned attributes of the networks by calculating input-perturbation network-prediction correlation maps [6] . Correlations of amplitude or frequency power changes with ConvNet decoding predictions were calculated by perturbing the input amplitudes either in the time domain or with respect to the spectral power in different frequency ranges and by computing the correlation of ConvNet outputs (last layer before softmax layer) with the input perturbations. Fig. 6 shows the average time-resolved input-perturbation network-prediction correlation maps for voltage features in both flanker task (A) and GUI control (B) paradigms. Note that features were only defined for visualization, while networks were trained in an end-to-end manner, i.e., using only minimally preprocessed raw EEG data (see classifier design) and without hand-engineered feature extraction.
A. Voltage features
Both in flanker task and GUI control, the networks' maximal correlations occurred 300 to 500 ms after the error. At this time, the networks seem to strongly rely on positive voltage changes at central to fronto-central electrodes to decode errors (Fig. 6, arrows) . This time range is associated with the Pe component of the error response [19] . In the flanker task, this positive frontal midline correlation was slightly more anterior than in the GUI control experiment.
Beyond similarities, the correlation maps also suggested differences in the learned features in both paradigms. On the one hand, the ConvNets for the flanker task paradigm appeared to rely on more widespread, mid-parietal voltage changes between 600 and 800 ms (Fig. 6A, circles) , which was less clear in the GUI control paradigm. On the other hand, the networks in the GUI control exhibited a positive occipital correlation peak shortly after the error event (Fig. 6B,  rectangle) , which may reflect the fact that error recognition in this paradigm was purely visual-input-based.
B. Spectral power features
In Fig. 7 , input-perturbation network-prediction correlation maps are plotted in a frequency-resolved manner. As for the time-resolved maps, these maps revealed both similarities and differences between the features used by the trained ConvNets in the two experiments.
In both, the networks relied mostly on lower-frequency components, with a peak in delta and alpha bands (Fig. 7,  triangles) . However, other patterns of network-prediction correlations differed strongly between the paradigms. For example, a distinct positive error-related correlation peak at fronto-central channels in the delta range occurred in the flanker task (Fig. 7A, arrow) , while there was a negative errorrelated correlation peak in the area of the right motor cortex in the GUI control paradigm (Fig. 7B, hexagon) . In the alpha (8 -12 Hz) range, prediction of the error class correlated strongly with perturbations consisting in a power decrease at left frontolateral areas in the flanker task (diamond), while the error class in the GUI control correlated with an occipital power decrease in the alpha and low-beta range and a power increase in the low-gamma range (rectangles), in the same region as the correlation with occipital voltage deflections (Fig. 6B,  rectangles) .
VIII. BETWEEN-SUBJECT TRANSFER LEARNING
We evaluated between-subject decoding with a leave-onesubject-out cross-validation.
A. Comparison of rLDA and deep ConvNets
We again compared rLDA and deep ConvNets for their decoding performance in new subjects (Fig. 8 ). Deep ConvNets were significantly better in generalizing to new subjects in the flanker task. Remarkably, the deep ConvNets achieved 81.7 % normalized accuracy on new subjects, when trained on 30 other subjects. The comparatively bad performance of both classifiers on new subjects in the online GUI control likely results from the very small subject group to train on, compared to the flanker task (3 vs. 30 training subjects, also see next paragraph).
B. Influence of training group size
In the design of BCI studies, an important point to consider is how many subjects a classifier might need to generalize to new subjects. We tested this issue on the flanker task dataset with a leave-one-subject out cross-validation with a varying number of subjects to train on ( Fig. 9 ). Figure 9 . Influence of training group size on decoding performance in unknown subjects (flanker task). SEM is plotted as semi-transparent area. The red circle symbolizes the best between-subject decoding acuracy, achieved with ConvNet decoding from all 128 channels.
This evaluation showed that generalization of error decoding to new subjects was not reliable with small groups under 5 subjects. The accuracies for both rLDA and ConvNets still increased strongly up to 12-16 subjects to train on; more subjects improved the accuracy only slightly. ConvNets performed consistently better than the rLDA.
IX. TRANSFER ACROSS PARADIGMS
We further tested the classifiers' abilities with using the whole dataset of one paradigm as training data, and testing on the whole dataset of the respective other paradigm ( Table 2 ). Neither rLDA nor ConvNets was able to predict errors across paradigms. While the rLDA classifier in most cases predicted all trials for one of the two classes, the ConvNets had a bias towards the contrary class, resulting in an average decoding accuracy below chance level.
X. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
Deep convolutional neural networks proved to be a wellworking method for error decoding, and were significantly better than rLDA for within-subject error decoding in a flanker task as well as in post hoc analysis of errors that occurred during an online BCI GUI control experiment. In the flanker task, our deep ConvNets achieved the highest to date reported average accuracy. Also in contrast to some published studies with small (<10) numbers of subjects, we included 31 subjects in our flanker task experiment, which enabled robust investigation of between-subject transfer learning. Here we find that ConvNets were also significantly better than rLDA when applied to unknown subjects, setting a new benchmark with over 81 % normalized accuracy. For a generalization to new subjects, our data suggest that a training subject group of at least 15 subjects might be necessary for reliable error decoding on unknown subjects. Visualization of learned signal features used by the deep learning model revealed physiologically plausible patterns. Time-resolved input-perturbation network-prediction correlation maps of both paradigms exhibited a similar effect at fronto-central channels 300 to 500 ms after an error (arrows in Fig. 6 ), i.e., above one of the main brain regions implicated in error processing. Patterns however also differed, e.g., in occipital areas. Frequency-resolved maps revealed more finegrained patterns, which differed strongly for the two paradigms, possibly explaining the difficulty in inter-paradigm decoding. Further examination of the differences between motor execution errors and sensory perceived errors could help in the understanding of these effects.
As a next step, techniques including data augmentation and automated hyper-parameter and architecture search might help to improve the generalization of deep ConvNets, possibly also enabling transfer learning between different paradigms. Furthermore, an inclusion of more, different error-inducing paradigms could help to train a general error-recognition network for BCI applications.
